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Abstract - This research is to classify a solution that addresses both aspects and achieves favorable results compared with 
prior arts. First, more efforts will be made to speed up the recognition module so that the system may run faster, and in 
particular, be more scalable regarding the number of subjects to track. Second, a solution will be made for dealing with 
large scale gallery search. Third, human body detection and recognition will be integrated into the system so that face and 
body information can be used together. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Biometrics is an active area of research with a wide range of application in surveillance, security systems, human-computer 

interfaces, etc. This term has been utilized to allude to the rising recorded of innovation dedicated to programmed ID of people 
utilizing physiological or behavioral qualities. Methods, for example, retinal or iris examining, hand geometry, discourse 
acknowledgment, unique mark checking, mark confirmation and face acknowledgment are cases of biometric strategies of 
identification which work by measuring unique human characteristics as a way to confirm identity. Face recognition has developed 
into a major research area in example acknowledgment and PC vision. As a standout amongst the most difficult applications in 
these fields, face acknowledgment has gotten noteworthy consideration. Like other biometric frameworks, facial acknowledgment 
can be utilized for general observation, as a rule in mix with open camcorders. This paper separated face acknowledgment 
framework into modules, and presented the elements of every module in point of interest, principally presented the image 
preprocessing module. The whole face recognition system is described by block diagram in Fig.1. First part is the image collecting 
part. By this part a colored facial image can be acquired from a human being. In order to extract the traits of face image, it is 
necessary to preprocess the face image to reduce the pointless data and highlight the essential data. It is the second part's capacity of 
"picture preprocessing". By the picture preprocessing part, we can extricate attribute information of facial picture. Contrasted and 
the information in picture database to complete the progression of characteristics coordinating, and last yield the aftereffects of face 
acknowledgment. face acknowledgment frameworks, it is really conceivable to obtain multiple face images from the target 
subjects. Selecting high excellence face images for recognition can not only get better the system robustness and suppress false 
alarms, but also reduce the generally computation load considering that face feature mining is usually complex.                                  

 

                 
                                                            Figure1. The process of face recognition system 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

       Petronel  and Corneliu (2005) Face detection and recognition can be considered an enabling technology for a range of image 
enhancements technologies, authentications and advanced UIs in handheld devices. Several modes of implementing a face 
detection algorithm in hardware are explored and a hybrid approach is found to offer the best trade-off between physical hardware 
resources and computational software resources[1]. 
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Sudipta N. Sinha and Jan-Michael Frahm (2007) This paper describes novel implementations of the KLT feature RECOGNITION 
and SIFT feature extraction algorithms that keep running on the illustrations preparing unit (GPU) and is suitable for feature 
examination progressively vision frameworks. While huge quickening over standard CPU usage is gotten by abusing parallelism 
gave by wounding edge programmable design equipment, the CPU is arranged for to run different calculation in parallel. Both 
SIFT and KLT have been utilized for an extensive variety of PC vision assignments extending from structure from movement, 
robot route, stretched reality to face recognition, object detection and video data-mining with quite promising results [2]. 
 
Yohan Dupuis, Xavier Savatier (2013) Bio-roused and non-customary vision frameworks are very scrutinized subjects. Among 
them, omnidirectional vision frameworks have shown their capacity to essentially enhance the geometrical understanding of 
scenes. In any case, couple of specialists have explored how to perform object location with such frameworks. The current 
methodologies oblige a geometrical change before the elucidation of the photo. In this paper, we research what must be 
considered and how to process omni directional pictures gave by the sensor. We center our examination on face location and 
highlight the way that specific consideration ought to be paid to the descriptors so as to effectively perform face recognition on 
omni directional pictures. We exhibited how image processing is right now performed on catadioptric pictures. At that point we 
centered the consideration of the peruser on the theoretical and commonsense issues included in picture unwrapping. We likewise 
exhibited that unwrapped picture handling would take additional time than preparing the catadioptric picture as it seems to be. 
Handling time being an imperative variable, we construct our last commitment with respect to procedures that have been turned 
out to be exceptionally effective [3]. 
 
Muhammet Baykara and Resul Das(2013) security comes into more prominence every day. It is vital for individuals to keep more 
passwords in their brain and convey more cards with themselves. Such usage in any case, are turning out to be less secure and 
useful, in this manner prompting an expanding enthusiasm for strategies identified with biometrics frameworks. Biometrics 
frameworks are the frameworks which store physical properties of individuals in electronic environment and empower them to be 
perceived by the put away electronic data when required. Biometrics is the recognizable proof of human. Biometric frameworks 
are structures that have been regularly utilized as a part of late years. This biometric framework is taking into account the 
utilization of some physiological elements of the individual for security. It is anticipated that biometric frameworks will be a 
crucial piece of the data security frameworks in the nearing years [4]. 

 
Tong Zhang(2014) This paper presents the pervasiveness of checking cameras introduced out in the open spots, schools, clinics 
and homes, feature examination advancements for translating the created feature substance are turning out to be more significant 
to individuals' lives. Along this setting, we add to a human-driven feature observation framework that distinguishes and tracks 
individuals in a given scene. In this paper, a parallel preparing pipeline is recommended that coordinates picture handling 
modules in the framework, for example, face location, individual acknowledgment and following, proficiently and easily, so 
numerous individuals can be at the same time followed continuously. a human distinguishing proof and following framework for 
feature security utilization cases was displayed. Particularly, a parallel processing pipeline for feature preparing was proposed and 
developments were made to picture investigation modules for both productivity and heartiness [5]. 
 
Jatin Chatrath, Pankaj Gupta (2014) This paper describes the technique for real time human face detection and recognition 
utilizing an altered variant of the calculation recommended by Paul viola and Michael Jones. The paper begins with the prologue 
to human face discovery and following, trailed by misgiving of the Vila Jones calculation and after that talking about the 
execution in genuine feature applications. Its calculation was in view of article location by removing some particular components 
from the picture. This paper introduces an arrangement of itemized trials on troublesome face recognition and following 
information set which has been generally concentrated on. This information set incorporates confronts under an extensive variety 
of conditions including: brightening, scale, posture and camera variety [6]. 
 
Cheng-Yuan Ko, and Liang-Gee Chen(2014) In this paper, we propose an algorithm using just two thing webcams without 
adjustment to recognize separation in the middle of client and show by face location. Face recognition based stereo coordinating 
calculation to identify the client's separation just by face location. Due to conventional stereo framework utilizing stereo 
coordinating to discover the client's profundity by aligned info picture, the upside of this calculation is that we can get great 
results with low complexity and calibration free [7]. 
 
III. FACE RECOGNITION SCHEME 

        For a better understanding of the task of Images are by and large grouped in light of the estimation of basic elements. It is 
invaluable to utilize includes as opposed to utilizing pixels as highlight based frameworks works much speedier than pixel based 
frameworks. Impromptu space information which is exceptionally hard to learn utilizing a limited amount of preparing 
information can be encoded operated components. For the most part, we utilize three sorts of elements for face discovery system, 
in particular two-rectangle includes, three rectangle highlight and four-rectangle highlight. Two-rectangle highlight is the 
distinction between the wholes of the pixels inside of two rectangular locales. The districts are of same size and shape and are 
evenly or vertically contiguous. A three-rectangle highlight figures the entirety inside of two outside rectangles subtracted from 
the total in a middle rectangles. At last a four-rectangle highlight registers the contrast between diagonal pairs of rectangle. 
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IV. THE IMAGE PROCESS TECHNOLOGY IN FACE RECOGNITION 

        The facial image pre-processing step can be described. First collected color image is grayed by image graying part turning 
into gray image. Then through a series of processing course, such as image equalization, image normalization, image 
segmentation, image enhancement, Image binaryzation etc, to enhance the important trait information and eliminate the useless 
information of facial image. 
 
A. Image graying 
 
The image collected by image collecting is color image that includes much information is unrelated to the face traits. 
Furthermore, color image takes up a many memory space of the computer and is not easy directly to storage and process. So it is 
necessary to twist the color image into gray image. 
 
B. Histogram equalization 
 
In general, the face image of human beings has the disadvantages of leaning to be low or to be light and lacking of enough setup. 
The fundamental plan of the histogram equalization is that turned the histogram of original image into well-share distributed 
histogram image to enhance image. 
 
C. Image normalization 
 
Facial image normalization is that a changing the gray of facial image to the desired variance value and mean value. Image 
normalization do not change the clarity of the facial image. Just remove the difference among the gray scales caused by external 
noise during sampling process. 
 
D. Image segmentation 
 
Facial image segmentation is that segmenting the facial image region from the background. In the following processes only deal 
with the before-ground region to reduce the computer data and increase the processing speed. 
 
E.  Image enhancement   
 
A variety of random noise make by the optical imaging system will be added into collected 2-dimensional image because of all 
objective factors. In addition, a few artificial noise will be added into face image in image processing. These noise will worsen the 
quality of facial image and make image information submerged and even changed the image’s feature. In order to improve the 
excellence of the image, it is necessary to remove the noise to enhance the image’s quality. 
 
V.  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has tried to review a noteworthy number of papers to cover the recent development in the field of face recognition. 
Present study reveals that for improved face recognition new algorithm has to grow using hybrid methods of soft computing tools 
such as SIFT, KLT etc may yields better performance. The list of references to offer more detailed understanding of the methods 
described is enlisted. We express regret to researchers whose significant contributions may have been overlooked. 
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